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AIDE-ME MOIRE 
on the fixing of the ECSC levies and on "the 
drawing up of the operational budget for 1979 
Follo-vling the usual practice, the views of the European Parl~.ament are 
being requested before the Commission takes a decision on the levies 
a.nc!. the operational budget of the ECSC for the financial year '1979· 
This aide-memoire forms the basis for the consultation of Pa~liament. 
It is divided into the following sections: 
I. General introduction; 
II. Analysis of requirements r eported and re sources 
available for the financial year 1979; 
/ 
III. Draft operational budget o 
The various factors affecting the coverage of budgetary r-equirements 
for 1979 are described in Chapter III . 
* 
* * 
The aide-memoire is also sent to the ECSC Consultative Co~Jitt ee for 
information. 
' . 
------ · ~ ~~~--------------------------------~----------~ 
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I. GE:NJ.i.:RAL INTRODUCTION 
This chapter summarizes the elements necessary for appreciating the 
economic, political and financial background to the draft operational 
budget of the ECSC for 1979. 
A. ECONOiliiC CONTEXT 
1. The economic outlook for 1978 and 1979 
'!'he Communit y's economic recovery vlas interrupted in 1977 1 but the 
sit uat ion t ook a turn for the better last autumn. Since t hen expansion 
has picked up, following a sl i ghly more r api d increase in domestic 
demand, resulting from the expansioni st impetus given to the economic 
policies of most Member States. 
After the slight dov.mturn in the second half of 1977 caused b,y a fall-off 
in the larger Member States, investment demand r egained moment um. In 
the Federal Republic of Germany, this advance was particularly marked 
in the building industry, both in the public sector and in private 
housing. In France · and Italy, the impr ovement ha l ted the run-dmm of 
stocks and even started a move towards a new build-up, not ably in the 
commercial sector. However, there was still reluctance to invest in 
fixed assets, save for industrial firms in Ireland, the United Kingdom 
and Luxembourg. 
=-........ -'-----·-.. ·-----.. - ..... ~· .._ ....... ·.a-~ ..... ~ 't •• ~-.... ··.~--·· ........ ._.~--~....__ • ....., . .,., _ _ ... _-. ... M. ·--~~ .................... ~--...... --.... - ... _,..., ~-
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The growth in consumer demand began to speed up slightly during the first 
half of the year. This is partly due to a sharper rise in public consumption 
expenditure. However, it is chiefly the result of the increase in real 
personal disposable incomes, as a consequence •Jf the inflat.J..on rate easing 
off to a greater degree than nominal v1ages, ·the tax: conce,.,;s · ons introduced 
by some Member States and in certain cases a mor ra p·id rate of increase in 
transfer of incomes. 
In an international context of constantly fluc'~ua-::::..n.,.:. exc':ta.c£, :; ::•ate s and 
a loss of momentum in world demand, there has been no mar>e.i .•.. prcvement 
in the Community's short-term economic si tuationo 'fiv3 annua ·. gr )wth rate 
of GDP for all Member States has been put at aroU.l"ld. 31~ in .• :ea.l -l;erms for 
the first half of 1978. This improvement is largely d:~e to a recovery 
in industrial production, which had tended to slacken throughout the 
previous year. Nevertheless, industrial production in the Co~~ty from 
January to April still did not exceed levels for the co~responding period 
of 1977, nor did it improve on the position before the 1974 recession. 
There was a noticeable improvement in production in the bu:i.ldir.;g sector, 
in spite of the bad weather since the beginning of the year 
Growing demand and economic activity have still not b:'ol•.ght about an 
improvement on the employment market, wM0h is still >1.i.!.'ft? . .:·:.ng from the 
sluggish rate of business investment . In several Meffiber States temporary 
factors have held up t he process of combatillg inflationo 
In the Community as a whole, the increase in consume~ prices over the 
previous 12 months nevertheless dropped to some 7~~ by the spring of 
1978. 
On t he other hand , the stagnation in exports to non-member cotmtries, 
together with a rise in imports by some Member States 1 reversed the trend 
towards an improvement in the external balance which had become apparent 
at t he beginning of 1977. 
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From ROW until the end of the year, economic activity will continue to 
be maintained basically by the modest increase in domestic expenditure. 
For the year as a whole, the rate of growth of the Community's GDP 
could reach some 2t% in real terms. 
The rate of activity should increase slightly in 1979 as a result of 
the economic policies adopted in a framework of concerted action. 
This trend may help to reduce unemployment somewhat, but will not help 
appreciably to bring down inflation. 
The following table shows the trend in the Community's GDP during the 
period 1976 to 1978: 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN VOLUME TERMS 
(% change as compared with the previous year) 
1976 1977 1978 
Denmark 6,3 1,9 0 
Federal Republic of Germany 5,6 2,8 2,7 
France -4,6 3,0 3,0 
Ireland 2,9 5,5 6,0 
. 
Italy 5,7 1,7 2,2 
Netherlands 4,5 2,4 1,9 
Belgium 5,7 1,3 2,0 
r 
Luxembourg 2,9 1,3 2,5 
United Kingdom 2,6 1,0 3,2 
• 
Conmnmity 4,8 2,3 2,6 
Source: Commission departments. 
• ' I - -~ ... _~___.·.-4·.:.;.. •· --· ..._.. .... _,. _ _ , - _____ ... ... -
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2. Prospects in the coal sector 
Last year total production of Community coal for 1978 was estimated at 
some 240 million tonnes: it is now esti mated that t he act ual f igure 
will be in the region of 241 million tonne s ~ These fi gures cor r e spond 
to some 220 million tonnes coal equivalent, compared with 250 m t ee 
which 1-1as the 1985 target set in 1974. 
In 1978 , imports from non-member countries should amo1u1t t o ar ound 
44 million tonnes and the volume of trade within t he Commu1n t y is 
expected to reach a figure of 17 million tonnes G 
The estimate for Community output in 1979 may be affected by ' changes in 
production capacity and in the use of thi s capacity, as thi s depends on 
demand for coking coal and steam coal and the improved competitivity of 
Community coal. 
In 1978, several pits in the Federal Republic of Germany wer e closed 
down and there is a possibility of further closures in the other Member 
States in 1979· 
Owing to the continuing crisis in t he iron and :~teel industr y and 
structural and technical changes in steel productiun the con?umption 
of coke by the steel industry in 1978 i s unlikel y to be ~~cb higher 
than the very low figures of 1977o I n 1978, cok9 ovens in the 
Federal Republic of Germany , France , Be l gium and th ~ Uni t ed Kingdom 
were closed down. 
Nevertheless, there is no reason to expect total cons'~mpt:i.on of Community 
coal in 1978 to depart appr~oiably from the volume of 285 to 
290 million to__nnes burnt in the last two years, as f ol lows: j ust under 
50% for electricity generation, some 35% _for coke ovens and. ~he other 
requirements of the iron and steel industry and the rt:'lst for other 
/ 
·purposes. 
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There has been little change since the sharp increase i .n the consumption of 
coal for electricity generation recorded . in 1976, as the slight increases in 
some Member States tend to be partly offset by corresponding decreases in 
others. Apart from imponderables, such as shortages of water for 
~ydro-electric power or a substantial increase in the oil prices, the slight 
upward trend of the · last two years can be expected to continue in 1979· 
~l is unlikely that demand for coke and coal by the steel indus·l;ry will be 
~~ r 
greater in 1979 than in the last few years. As for other sectors, the slight 
upward trend in coal consumption by industry in general which began some years 
ago should continue, but will no doubt be offset by a stea~ corresponding 
drop in demand for household heating purposes. 
Disregarding improvements to the Community coal industry which could result 
from the new coal policy measures described in the section on "Coal Policy", 
the factors mentioned above would leave the industry with the following 
options: planned reductions in output, further increases in unsold stocks or 
sales at lower prices in areas where coal produced in the Community has to 
compete directly with coal imported from non-member countries. 
One of the factors which affects the competitivity of Community coal is the 
fluctuation in exchange rates and particularly the ste~ depreciation of the 
dollar, particularly against the German mark. 
All these factors 1dll have a negative effect on the financial position of 
the Coiililnl.i:d ty coal industry and could compel national governments to grant it 
more aid than the total of 1.480 m EITA granted in 1978. 
~ -. ~ -~;:,;.-_____ ......, ______ ....-.;;.;;..._;_ ____ ..,:;....._, __ , _____ _ 
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3. Prospects in the steel sector 
The low level of activity in 1977 (only 126 million t of c:rude steel 
produced, as compared With 134 million t in 1976 and 155,5· million t in 
1974 - a record year) improved slightly in 1978. The moderate r ecover,y in 
economic activity in the Community was due far more to pri.va.te consumption 
than to fixed investment and was not therefore fully reflElCt r.> O. i .1 steel 
consumption. 
There was, however, an increase in net steel export s by the Community, due 
partly to measures taken by the Commission on imports and partly to the 
increased buoyancy of certain main export markets . In 1978, net exports will 
probably match or exceed the 19 million t of crude stee l ~~quivalent 
reached in . 1975, which is at least 4 million t more than in 1977. 
Crude steel production in the first eight months of 1978 Nas 4,5% higher than 
in the corresponding period in 1977. This high production figure, particularly 
in the second quarter, exceeded the quantities laid down in J he programmes 
worked out by the Commission to adjust production to markot demand and restore 
economic viability . If the programme for the fourth qua~~er ~s adhered to, 
total production for 197,8 will be around 130 million t . 
Compared with an estimated production potential · of -200 ,Lt mil lion t, this 
represents a capacity utilization rC~.te of 65%, compared w.L t.h 63cf in 1977• In 
1978, there was a certain improvement in export and domestic price levels, due 
to some extent to the minimum prices and guide prices laid. down by the 
Commission. As a result, some major producers were able to cut the considerable 
financial losses they had suffered in 1977 and move into :profit again, even 
though generally the financial position of steel firms in the Community is 
still not satisfactor,y. 
It is difficult at present to make any predictions for 1979 . Certain factors 
could undermine the Community and world steel markets, but in the last analysis 
, 
it is reasonable to expect that ECSC steel production will remain much the 
same as in 1978. 
If ECSC steel production capacity increases as expected by 7 million t, the 
utilization rate will fall back to 63% in 1979. The problems of economic 
viability and market discipline are therefore likely to Ct:>ntinue in the immediate 
future. 
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B. POLICY CONTEXT 
The general objectives of the ECSC are permanently laid down in Articles 1 
to 5 of the Treaty of Paris. 
The Commission periodically formulat~s objectives or general guidelines for 
the future development of the ECSC industries, in both the coal and steel 
sectors& The coal sector is a special c~se, as it is also covered by general 
documents prepared by the Commission on Community energy policyo The 
medium-term guidelines for these two sectors also include a section on 
manpower problems in these industries; this provides the setting for the 
various social policy functions discharged by the High Authority/Commission 
under the Treatyo Infon:nation on past and future investment trends and 
the financial activities carried out by the Community to finance investment 
is published by the ECSC.in the two yearly reports, one on the results of 
the investment survey in the Community coal and steel industries and the 
other the financial report dealing with ECSC borrowing and lending activity. 
The remarks which follow are not intended to replace the policy information 
given in the documents referred to above. It should be noted that the 
general guidelines for steel - which were drawn up by the Commission in 
1976 - are currently being revised in consultation with the parties concerned. 
The ensuing remarks will thus be confined to certain key points or recent 
events that the Commission feels should be highlighted in drawing up the 
draft operational budget of the ECSC for 1979. They deal in turn with the 
industries, the social policies of the ECSC and the borrowing and lending 
activities of the current year. 
12 
1. Coal policy 
The Commission's efforts to persuade the Council to approve its coal 
policy proposals this year ,have so far borne little frui-t. 
The Council has reached no decision on the proposals for a system of 
aid for financing cyclical stocks of hard coal and coke apd aid for 
investment in building coal- fired power stations or c:onverting 
existing power stations to coal , which the Commission r_;l, ced before it 
in 1977• 
At the beginning of 1978, the Commission asked the Co1:m ~; :i ~ -~ o look into 
a system of aid for intra-Community trade in pov1er-station coal, in 
order to encourage sales of Community coal to power stations by means 
of a subsidy of the order of 10 EUA per tonne, to bridge th"' gap 
between the price of Community coal a.nd the price of imported. coal. 
The aim is both to reduce Community dependence on imported energy and 
to maintain long-term coal production capacity. A formal proposal for 
a regulation to this end was put to the Council on 28 Septe~ber 1978. 
The Commission has decided to continue the system of sho:r ~-term 
adaptation introduced in 1977, relating to the sy&tem ~f aid f or 
coking coal and coke. Under this system the rroducers oonce..:·ned were 
granted Community aid in spite of the fact_ t.hat supplies and drawings 
of coal and coke were lower than those p1ovided for in long-ter m 
contracts between themselves and the iron and steel ~i:::-ms, provided 
however that the deliveries were reduced in d_r ec• pro;)ortion to the 
adjustments which these firms had made in their pr ;r" ,1ction )f pig 
iron by applying Community measures designed to ~mprovo the balance 
between supply and demand on the steel market. 
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The Commission made proposals recently (document COM(78)516 final of 19.10.78) 
for improving the pre~ent system of aids for coking coal <which alread~ last 
year, was extended to 1981), with effect from 1.1.79. 
On 1 November 1977, the representatives of the governments· of the 
Member States of the ECSC, meeting in the Council, reached a decision 
on Community surveillance of imports of hard coal (for power stations) 
originating in third countries. Under this system, Member States will be 
required to send to the Commission quarterly reports on quantities, 
prices and the calorific value of steam coal imported from non-member 
countries. 
2. Iron and steel policy 
Over the last year, problems in the iron and steel industry have 
continued to necessitate considerable efforts by the Community 
institutions- the Council, the ECSC Consul~ative Committee and the 
Commission- both to stabilize the market and to develop a Community 
approach to restructuring problems. The Commission has also been 
examining the social repercussions of the steel crisis: these aspects 
of steel policy are covered later under the heading "Social policy". 
2.1 Commission a.ction to stabilize the market 
In 1978, the Commission adopted a number of measures to mitigate the 
effects of a sluggish steel market on profitability and to alleviate 
the pressure caused by imports. 
The system of guide prices was continued and extended and prices were 
increased during the year. Minimum prices were introduced at the 
beginning of the year for further products (merchant bars and hot-rolled 
wide strips) and continued for reinforcing bars. 
-...:.--------· ---- -~ = 
• 
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Tighter checks hav~ been introduced c;:oncerning the minimum price 
provisions: their scope has been extended to include tiealers, 
certificates of conformity have been introduced, and t emporary 
deposit arrangements for intra-Community trade in the pr?d,cts subject 
to checking were introduced on 1 .July and extended for another t'l·:o 
months from 1 October. These measures were necessary be cause cer·tain 
suppliers were not exercising sufficient discipline :nror .'r'icas. 
Bilateral agreements have been made with a numbAr of countd_r:.~s to 
ensure that the prices of imports from these countries a:..~e corr:patible 
with the pricing policy pursued rti thin the Community . Qu.an+" tative 
preference clauses have been included in t hese agreements t c guarantee 
to the countries in question that traditional trade patterns .will be 
maintained. 
The Commission has continued to use the quarterly fonrarci pr ogra.mme s and 
firms' quotas for certain finished products as anti-crisis instruments. 
Various improvements have been made to the method of dra>v.i.ng up the 
proerammes, and the system used for the monthly cotnp'""r:. sons of results 
and forecasts has been refined. 
As Long as the state of crisi~ persists , it will be n~cessary to keep all 
these measures in operation and, if need be, intro duce any desirable improve-
ments. 
2.2 Community approach to problems of rest.ructurin~?; 
The objective of restructuring is to maintain a p~oducti ~n capacity 
\vhich is ·modern in terms of equipment and products , tht~ v i abi lity and 
consequently the competitiveness of which would bo a :.;surecL 
Restructuring policy must be conducted in consultation with the workers' 
organizations, the firms, the Member States and the Conununity's other 
institutions with a view to a Community approach to th•~ problem. All 
new investment in the steel industry should be placed :in this context. 
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~.-Ji th a vie\'1' to guaranteeing the requisite consistency, the Corrimission 
has submitted to the Council a draft decision (under the first 
paragraph of Article 95 of the ECSC Treaty) concerning ai9. and 
intervention in the steel industry, and is now reviewing the General 
Objec-~ives for Steel in consul·~ation with the parties concerned. 
The first results of this review show that crude steel production 
capacities in 1978 are over 25 million tonnes in excess of the 
capacities which will be needed to satisfy demand in 1983. 
The same applies to rolled products, although in this sector the amount 
of excess capacity differs greatly from product to product (comparatively 
insignificant for wide hot-rolled strip 1 considerable for virtually all 
bars and sections and heavy plate). 
~ne Commission has been negotiating since May 1978 with the firms and 
all the other parties concerned, in order to draw up medium-term programmes 
for coordinated investment and closures. 
In several cases, e.g. Saarland/Luxembourg, decisions to restructure have 
alrea~ been taken. Nevertheless, it is not yet possible to have an 
overall view and considerable efforts will certainly have to be made in 
order to attain the goal set. 
In any event, the excess capacities remaining would certainly not permit 
an increase in self-financing ratios by raising prices sufficiently, even 
though the market measures taken by the Commissior1 have a positive, 
stabilizing effect. 
'I'hat is vlhy the firms will have to resort to external financinff and 
Nhy the Commission will make use of all the financial possibilities 
afforded by Article 54 concerning loans and interest relief grants, 
based on the contribution of the investments in question to the 
restructuring objectives. 
.. 
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3. Social policy 
In general, the social policies pursued under ·the Trec~y of Paris are 
similar to the policies developed subsequently by the European Economic 
Community . The aims and methods of ECSC resettlement aid ara broadly . 
similar to those of the Social Fund, while t~1e purpos,o;:~ of ECSC redevelopment 
aid is comparable to that of the Regional Fund, al thottgh the latter have a 
wider range. 
However, the effect of the legal differences - and especially the fact that 
ECSC aid is financed by the industries concerned - hafl increased the scale 
of the aid provided. The ECSC resettlement scheme iH more fully developed 
·and more comprehensive than the comparable Socic?.l F\J.l"l.cl operations, while 
the resettlement aid system also has a more specific purpose than the 
Regional Fund's present operations, since the operations concerned are 
designed to create jobs intended primarily for workere; from the ECSC 
industries. Furthermore, since 1955 the ECSC has pt'.?';.:~u-:d a policy of 
subsidizing housing for workers in these industries. 
In the present circumstances, it is clear that in the realm of social 
policy the ECSC must concentrate on solving the problElms arising from the 
restructuring of the iron · and steel industry and the foreseeable reduction 
in its labour force. 
/ 
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If this restructuring is to be acceptable from the social and regional 
points of view, the inevitable redundancies must be kept to a minimum and 
be offset by the creation of alternative jobs; also,the consequ~nces of 
redundancy for individual workers must be mitigated by Community solidarity 
geared specifically to vocational retraining. . 
There has been a significant increase in the rate at which interest relief 
has been granted for restructuring operationse In practice, however, 
there are certain practical limits to the restructuring policy, since 
demand is basically determined by the number of eligible projects submitted 
by ~the national authorities on behalf of the undertakings concerned and not 
by the number of jobs which it would be desirable to create. Between 1975 
and 1977, . for example, redevelopment programmes which received financial 
aid gave rise to approximately 15.000 new jobs while the total number of 
jobs lost in the steel industr,y was nearly 47.000. Furthermore, no jobs 
will be created under ECSC-financed projects until 1983. Consequently, 
redevelopment loans - although increased - will cover only a fraction of 
potential requirementse In addition, these loans are ver,y unevenly 
distributed between the main regions affected by closures. 
As far as general social problems in the steel industr,y are concerned, 
the Commission has itself taken the initiative of opening a debate on the 
social aspects of the Community's steel policy through its contacts with 
the Consultative Committee on which both sides of this industr,y are 
represented. 
·.· 
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The Commission believes that there must be broad conce~;ation between the 
Member States, manufacturers and t rade unions, an.d the Commission on the 
subject of ECSC aid for workers affected by restructurillg measures; such 
concertation would help prepare the ground for a r estru•:;turing programma . 
in line with the General Objectives for Steel. 
It should be pointed out that the steel industr,y will have made 3.000 people 
per month redundant in 1978 and that the total work for,ce in this sector 
might fall by about 100.000 over the coming years in or,d.er to gear manpower 
levels to production require~ents. 
/ 
Since the economic situation precludes the re-emplO,yment of all such workers 
in other areas of activity, the majority of steel-manufacturing countries 
I . 
have introduced early retire~ent schemes as the· least harmful solution in 
the present circumstances. 
Special schemes - generally financed by the national mtthorit ies and 
employers - have been set up by Member States to cater for a certain 
categor,y of early retirement, i.e . , the oldest age group. 
For other groups of workers, Member States have requested financial help 
from the Commission under Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty. In the belief 
that early retirement is comparable to a· tideover allow-ranee for younger 
workers in the case of workers indiv idua lly affected by closures1 the Commission 
has accepted the principle of financing such early retirement schemes i n Lieu 
or tideover al l owance and up to the amount of that allowance, as it did 
previously for the coal indust~y. 
Since the Comm is sion believes , however, that early retirement is a temporary 
exceptional measure and that the aim of resettlement grants must always be 
the produc t ive re-employment qf workers, it has retained the principle of 
placing a ceilin~ on aid grants for early retirement in Line ·with that placed 
on resettlement aid normally granted. 
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By its very nature, the early retirement option is limited. Consequently, 
any signi ficant fall in the total work force of the steel industry over 
the coming years will demand further exceptional social measures. 
This aim can be achieved only by special measures devised by both sides 
of the industry and the publio authorities. 
In short, it is clear that the social dimension, especially essential 
redevelopment and resettlement aspects, must form part of the restructuring 
programmes. The Community's task is to apply all the means at its 
disposal in pursuit of these programmes, including in particular: 
(i) Assistance from the ~sc, the Regional Fund and the European 
Investment Bank for the creation of new jobs; 
(ii) The manpower resettlement scheme provided for in Article 56 of the 
ECSC Treaty for the resettlement of workers. 
4. BorrowiM and lending activity since 31 December 1977 
ECSC Financial Report No 23 summarizes the Community's borrowing and 
lending aotivity in the financial year 1977 and presents analytical 
and cumulative statistics for the Whole of this activity since 1954. 
The Community's balance sheet as at 31 December 1977 appears in 
Annex II to the report. 
Borrowings in 1977 totalled 729 m EOA, compared with 956 m EOA in 1976 
and 731 m EOA in 1975. Loans paid out in the same periods totalled 
7 42 m EUA compared with 1. 064 m EOA a.nd 805 m EOA. 
=we= 
.. 
. ' 
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Total borrowing and lending since the inception of the 100~ is therefore 
brought up to 4.734 m EUA and 4.903 m EtJA respectively (including 
190 m EUA in loans from own funds). 
31 December 1977 was 3.900 m EtJA. 
The balance oui;stand.:ng as at 
In the financial year 1978, :moo financial actbrity ;~ontin; 'Jd to 
satisfy the strong demand from firms - not only in the stet""1 industry 
but also to a significant extent in the o?al industry - e.nxi ous to 
modernize or restructure their plant. In the first h< 1.:: of t he year, 
borrowings totalled 605 m EU'A and loans disbursed 378 m EUA~ so that 
at 30 June 1978 the balance outstanding exceeded 4.300 m EtJA .. 
The 10000 has continued to obtain favourable terms on the capital 
market and has successively developed a policy of private l oans 
when conditions on the open market were unfavourable 
The tab.le in Annex C to this aide-nu!moire analyses the l r,a.ns disbursed 
in the first half of the financial year 1978. 
A statement of the provisional situation of the Eu:;:-opean C Jal and 
steel Community as at 30, June 1978 is given. in Anna~ D .. 
It is clear from applications in hand that ECSC borrowing and lending 
activity is likely to continue at a high lev.el in -the c omi ng months. 
As far as 1979 is concerned, it is difficult at present to give any 
estimate since borrowing operations are carried out solely in response 
to loan applications already agreed by the Commission; moreover, 
such applications do not span periods so far ahead, even though 
occasionally some applications are long in awaiting settlement as a 
result of particular conditions imposed by firma in respect of 
currency or exchange rates. 
/ 
.• 
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At 7 July 1978, total loan applications approved by the Commission, 
but awaiting settlement, amounted to 980 m EUA.- Applications 
officially lodged and being processed amount to 750 m EUA. Applications 
for substantial loans are also anticipated in the coming months. 
As a general guide, however, it ~be said that the planned level of ECSC 
industrial investment, only for the projects approved before 
1 January 1978, was still set at 2, 360 m IDA for 1979 compared with 
3,287 m EUA in 1978 and applications for redevelopment by ECSC industries 
on the increase, the overall level of firms' requirements is likely to 
remain stable. 
C • FINANCIAL CONTEXT 
It must be pointed out that the ECSC budget has been expressed and 
implemented in European units of account since 1 January 1976. Since 
that date, budget receipts and 'commitments and the contracts relating 
thereto have been expressed and paid in EUA. 
As regards the financial backgrotmd to the 1979 draft budget, the 
rise in prices continues to be an important factor in making forecasts 
and defining comparisons between the 1978 and 1979 financial years. 
In this respect, it may be assumed that there will be an increase in 
costs of 6,5 to 7%, as compared with roughly 1o% between 1977 and 1978. 
The European Parliament raised the prob~em of the relationship between 
the ECSC operational budget and the General Budget in Point 5 of its 
Resolution of 14 December 1977 on the ECSC operational budget for 1978; 
the Commission has set out its thoughts on the matter on pages 78-87 
of the Introduction to the Preliminary Draft General Budget of the 
Communities for 1979• 
. .. 
< 
The main financial problem the moo again faces in connection with th.G 
1979 operational budget is the growing imbalance between requiremen~ n. 
and tradHional resouroes , a situat i on aggravat ed by the serious 
difficult i es encountered by indus·try in the Coonmmity , part i cuJ.a.rl.y 
in iron and steel. 
In addition to the traditional requirement s >-ilioh are increasing 
rapidly, there are new priority tasks connected with the res·truoturing 
-
and redevelopment of the iron and steel industry. Beoause of' t h .('t 
financial burden borne by companies as a result of the struc·l;ural 
difficulties, unfavourable worldwide market trends and economic 
factors, the Commission judged it advisable to make use of the 
mechanism for balancing the budget provided for in the Treaty of 
Paris, namely an\appropriate adjustment of the levy rate. This 
rate - l11hich was relatively high during the initial period of the 
ECSC'a existence- has remained fixed at 0,29% s ince 1972 even 
though, since the beginning of' the steel crisis, t h e yield from the 
levies, Which is linked with production and the prio ee of ~he 
taxable products, has tended to drop in real terms. 
Over the years these factors have led increasingly to a reduction 
in budget requirements in order to adapt them to revenue at all costa, 
as the leva~ of this revenue was regarded as one of the unchangeable 
political and economic factors of the probleme In 1977 the 
Commission submitted to Parliament and tho Counci~ two proposals aimed 
at regulating the problem of the imbalanoe in the :rosc budget in the 
future. One of these proposals resulted in the Council Decision of 
21 November 19'77 (OJ 306/28 of 30 November 1977) and had the effect 
of reducing the obligatory :rosc contribution to the expenditure of 
the operational budget of. the Communities from 18 to 5 million ElJA. 
I ' 
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Also, on 8 November 1977, in order to avoid an inorease in the levies, 
the Commission proposed that the Council should initiate the procedures 
required in order to allocate the :EX::OO customs duties to the :moo 
operational budget as soon as possible and meanwhile arrange for a 
transfer of 32 million EUA by the Member States in order to balance 
the budget for the 1978 financial year. On 21 December 1977, 
acting on this proposal, the Council undertook to transfer the 
32 million EUA and make the necessary arrangements in due time. This 
allowed the Commission to enter the sum of 32. million EUA on the 
credit side of the budget for the 1978 financial year. 
In the Resolution of 14 December 1977, Parliament supported the 
proposal for a permanent transfer of customs duties. However, when 
the Council took up the matter the Member States showed some 
hesitation. The Commission still considers a decision of this 
type to be fully justified. 
., 
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This cbapter :first of all gives a detailed account of. the two factc:. , 
traditionally taken into account by the Commission in df!termining 
~he levy rates on which to base the d.ra.Ct budget for the next 
, . financial yea:r, namely expected requirements and the ~stimated yjeld 
Trorn resources. 
Article 49 of the ECSC 'l'reaty empowers the Commission to p:rocure the 
funds needed to pursue the activities set out in that Treaty by 
imposing levies on the produ.ction of coal and steel. 'l1hese levier-
are applied annually to the various proCl.uots according to t11e5.r a,. "-:>T ;,.~ ·, 
valuet though the rate thereof rney 11ot exceed 1% unless previous::· 
author:i.zed by the Council in accordance with Article 50. 
To fix this rate it is first of all necessary to estimate requ.ireconta, 
then to consider how far these mey be covered f r om budgetary resoi..li'ces 
other t han the leviesg namely the interest on investments and on loans 
financed out of ca.pi tal resources and cancellations of pro,risions e 
The amount which will have to be covered 'b-J the levi.es can then be 
deter mined. 
Next 1 t he likely yield f rom the levies is l~alculated on the basis of a 
preliminary - and thus sometimes wmvoida.bly inaccurate - estimate of the 
average '~lues of the various products, and in the light of t he estimates 
(also somewhat tentaJdve ) of the volume of out:pui.. a.uring the year. 
The probabl e levy yield is f irst expr~ssed .as the estimsted yield from 
a rate of o, Ol%. 
Thes e are the two main elements described i n this chapt er . To complete 
the analysis of r equirements r eported and resources availablei the 
chapter also conta i ns t he information in t he Commi s sion's posses~ion 
for evaluat i ng t he new r esource envisaged, namely ECSC customs dut ies . 
. \ 
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The next stage is to determine the extent to which the Community must 
forego satisfying the r equirements, which far exceed the resources 
provided b,y the present rate; or, conversely, how far the rate must 
be either raised or lowered. This question is discussed in Chapter III. 
The following presentation of requirements reported and foreseeable 
resources is modelled on the systematic analysis of the data for the 
various budget headings in the General Budget, set out in Part II of 
the General Introduction to the Preliminary Draft Budget. As with 
the General Budget, this presentation lists .separately the main features 
of each heading (legal basis and description of the operation, type and 
breakdown of expenditure, explanation). Three categories of expenditure 
are obligatory, in that they derive from decisions already taken 
(administrative expenditure, aid to coking coal and coke for the steel 
industry) or from framework agreements with the Member States (on aids 
to resettlement). To give a clear picture, the explanations for 
expenditure which is not obligatory (research and interest relief grants) 
are more detailed than for the other chapters. 
A. REQYIREMENTS REPORTED FOR 1979 
1 • ORDINARY REQUIREMENTS 
CHAPTER B 1 : ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE 
1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Legal basis: 
Article 50 of the ECSC Treaty; 
Article 20 of the Merger Treaty. 
ECSC contribution t o the Commission's administrative expenditure. 
2. rype and breakdown of expenditure 
Annual lump-sum payment in four equal quarterly instalments. 
3. Explanation· 
-
The Council has set the annual amount of the lump-sum pBJ"ment at 5 m EUA. 
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GH!IPrER .B 2: AIDS TO RESErTLEHENr 
l- Legal bas i s and d~iptj. on of oper ation 
Legal basi s: 
Articles 50 and 56 of the ECSC Treaty; 
- Bilateral agreements concluded between the High Authority/ 
Commi ssion and the Governments of the Member States. 
The High Authority/Commission provides non-repczyable aid towards : 
(i) the payment of tideover allowances to workers : 
(ii) the peyment of resettlement allowances to workers; 
(iii) the financing of vocational ret raining for workers· having 
to change their employment. 
In some cases, the tideover allowances is replaced b,y a contribution 
correspondi ng to the cost of a bridging pension sys tem . 
The grant of the aid is conditional upon payment by the State 
concerned of a special contribution of not less than the amount 
of tha t aid, unless an exception is authorized by the Council, 
acting by a two-thirds majority. 
2. T,ype and breakdown of expenditure 
Creation of a provision to subsidize, b,y means of a 50% rei mbursement , 
expenditure incurred by the governments wi thi n the scope of the 
agreements signed. 
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• The breakdown by sector and by country of the requirements as estimated 
from the data provided by governments is as follows: 
m EUA 
Country Coal Steel and Total per iron-ore mines country 
-· . 
-Germany 8 2 10 
Belgium 1,5 11 12,5 
Denmark - token entry token entry 
.. 
France 4,5 16 20,5 
Ireland token entry token ent_ry. . token entry 
Italy 
-
3,5 3,5 
Luxembourg - 3 3 
Netherlands 
-
3,5 3,5 
United Kingdom I 9 5 14 
Total per industry 23 44 67 
The social repercussions of the present situation remain difficult to 
predict and the forward figures, which are in principle based on the 
policy now in force, are therefore no more than tentative. 
3. Explanation 
The coal industry's requirements are lower than in 1978, mainly as a result 
of the progress made in rationalizing the industry, though the fall in pig 
iron production has also led to the closing of a number of coke plants. 
On the other hand, requirements in the iron and steel industry continue to 
be at a high level, owing to the gradual rationalizing and restructuring 
of the industry. The reduction in employment in the iron and steel industry 
is e s timated at several tens of thousands of workers. / 
1 
~j 
' 
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CHAPTER B3: AID TO RESEARCH 
1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Legal basis: Articles 50 and 55 of the ECSC Treaty. 
/ 
The High Authority/Commission must encourage technical and economic 
research into the production and· increased use of coal and steel and 
occupational safety in the coal and steel industries. To this end 
it grants aid to finance research after receiving the Council's 
assent. 
2. Type and breakdown of expenditure 
Creation of provisions to cover part-subsidies which take the form 
of the repayment of a proportion of the actual costs of research 
projects approved by the High Authority/Commission in accordance 
with the procedures .provided for in the Treaty; these cover, in 
particular, the consultation of the ECSC Consultative Commi ttee 
and the receipt of the Council's assent. In most cases p the aid 
granted amounts to 60% of the e.stimated and substantiat~d costs. 
The applications can be broken down as follows: 
m EUA 
Heading Sector Aid requested 
B 3.1 Steel 42,8 
B 3.2 Coal 30,7 
B 3. 3 Social and medical 10,5 
TOTAL 84 
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3. Explanation 
Steel research 
The critical situation of the iron and steel industry in the Community 
and the planned .measures to restore ita recovery and economic viability 
must necessarily be taken into account in assessing the financial 
requirements of the ECSC research programme in the steel sector for 1979• 
The ECSC has inevitably been profoundly affected by the general economic 
recession and the worldwide changes in the iron and steel industry. 
These are the fundamental causes of the present steel crisis, which 
began at the end of 1975 and has shown up major structural weaknesses 
resulting from overcapacity and a deterioration in the international 
competitivity of the industry. Moreove~ it is olear that, in certain 
sectors, new techniques have been introduced more slowly in the 
Community than in its main international competitors, notably Japan. 
As part of the overall strategy which the Commission is in the process 
of formulating with a view ·to solving these problems, a programme for 
the restructuring of the iron and steel industry in the Community is 
being prepared in conjunction with the review of the general objectives 
for the peri~d 1980-1990. In view of the important role of technical 
progress in this context, the Commission is current~ working out new 
guidelines for the ECSC research programme in the steel sector to 
ensure that this forms a fully-integrated part of its overall strategy 
for the industry. 
One of the principal objectives of the restructuring programme is to 
make the Community's steel industry more competitive and thus 
consolidate its position both on domestic markets and as a major steel 
exporter. The aim should therefore be to combat foreign competition 
on Community markets across the whole range of products and in export 
markets to concentrate more on specialized p~oducts and products of 
the latest types and qualities. If success is to be achieved, ECSC 
research in the steel sector must continue to play an import~t part 
in attaining the objectives common to the Community as a whole. 
Greater emphasis should, however, be put on meeting sho;.~t- a..."ld 
rnediw-term -needs~ This collaborative effort will thus continua +o 
provide a common core around 1ti'hi ch i ndi·vi dua.l stoelmakers can orga.ni ze 
their own research and development· programmes and which will enable 
them to free resources ·to ta.ckla problems of a more' specific a;n.d/or 
commercial nature. 
The integration of this ECSC research into the restructuring programme 
means that in 1979 efforts will largely be directed towards the 
following three major objectives : 
(a.) £_educed production costs: improved .productivity in the production 
and processing of steel; more efficient use of raw materials, 
especially energy; 
(b) ~proved product gualit~~ projects relating to almost all aspect& 
of production (process control, .quality evaluation and reproducibi l ity); 
(c) more effective utilization of steels and development of new a.p~011s: 
( 
effort~ to achieve better understanding of the properties of steels 
with a view to . more -effective utilization and the development of 
products capable of satisfying usersf most sophist ica.ted . requirementa~ 
The level of the financial r'equirements for the 1979 programme reflects . 
both the increased ~ffort needed if Europe is not to fall behind the 
other major world_ producers and tl1e interesJ~ shot-m. by the steel industry 
in this Communj.ty approach ·to R&D. It is worth pointing .out here that 
-R&D expenditure by trre Community's .steelmakers represents barely 0 9 5% of 
their turnover, whilst the figure . for Japan is approximately 1,5%. It 
is therefore ·hardly surprising that this country, which is one of the 
Community's main competitors, should have been in the forefront in 
recent years in developing new techniques in the fie l d of steel 
production and processing - techniques which have been exploited by its 
own steel industry and exported to other countries, including some in 
the Community • 
. . . 
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Coal research 
The aims of coal research remain the same as those pursued by, the 
Community's coal industry and research efforts must help to maintain 
production at the target level set by the Community. 
Intensification -of research endeavours is one of the ways of achieving 
production and productivity objectives. The Commission made its 
viewpoint on technical coal research clear by defining the total 
amount of ECSC aids to coal research in the 1975-85 
medium-term coal guidelines which it has published (OJ C 22 of 
30 January 1975). These aids should amount to some 15-20 m EUA 
a year and serve to encourage research projects within the 1975-80 
medium-term coal research aid programme (OJ C 60 of 25 May 1974), 
as supplemented by the Commission Communication of 30 December 1974 
(OJ C • • • 1968 ). 
The present energy· situation, which has persis·ted since ·the crisis 
at the end of 1973, has given a new fillip to the Community's own 
energy sources, including coal, of which there are still large 
reserves. FUrthermore, the Bonn Economic Summit, in dealing with 
the energy question, stressed coal and the important part it must 
play in EUrope in the future. 
However, the Community's coal industry continues to encounter very 
grave _difficulties because of the diversity of the coal deposits and 
the ever-greater depths to which it must go to get at them and the 
fact that it is still a labour-intensive industry. The business of 
working coal seams and the work which precedes or follows work at the 
face , together with such hazards as firedamp, mine climate and strata 
pressure continue to be t he major subjects for research on which 
efforts should be concentratede 
Coke i s a key e lement in the ma."lufacture of t he products of the 
Community 's iron and s t eel industry, as regards both quality and 
price e Any improvement in the competitiveness of the i r on and steel 
industry is to the ad:vantage of the coal industry, for the iron and 
steel i..lldustry is one of the largest_ co_al consumers. In the interests 
of both industries~ it ia therefore necessa~y to continue to put the 
emphasis on :research aimed at impro,ling Community coke .. 
/ 
. --
. . 
---- --·-·-
- . 
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Finally, product upgrading and, in particular, basic research 
on the gasification and l:i.quefaction of coal aimed at improving 
existing processes so as to improve ·their profitability, fi·ts very 
well into the framework of' the energy poiicy. 
The 1979 coal research programme will be concerned with the 
following matters: 
Mining techniques 
- preparatory work 
- firedamp, mine climate and strata pressure 
- winning and working 
- general services underground 
Upgrading 
- preparation of coal 
- coking 
- upgrading processes 
/ 
/ 
I ......_ .. ______ _ 
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Social research 
The heading "Social research" covers research designed to improve 
working conditions and occupational safety, hygiene and health in 
the ECSC industries. 
During 1978 the demand for research in these fields has not abated, 
which is proof enough of the pract~cal usefulness of this form of 
intervention. It should be remembered that each programme is 
thoroughly examined both by manufacturers and workers in industry 
and by technical experts and government specialists. 
The research programme on pollution control in the steel industry 
was completed this year and work has begun on preparing a new 
five-year programme, due to start in 1979• The Commission has 
also promoted a special safety project in the steel industry, as a 
result of a serious accident which occurred at the Scunthorpe 
steelworks, United Kingdom, in 1975• In the coal industry the 
mine safety research programme, launched in 1977, continues to 
contribute to safety in the coalfields. This year the Commission 
also launched a fourth research programme on industrial hygiene in 
mines (1978-1983) (OJ C 159 of 5 July 1978). The first grants of 
financial assistance for .16 projects contained in the programme have 
been I~J.ade. 
In the battle against pneumoconiosis, the programme on chronic 
respiratory diseases, begun in 1977, is still being implemented. 
The third research programme on ergonomics and retraining is also 
nearing . comple·~ion, and here too the Commission has taken steps to 
extend its support measures. 
The major pr inciples of the f ourth pr ogramme, pollution control in 
the steel industry, have now been agreed. Research needs i n th is 
field have changed in recent yearso The discharge of liquid effluents, 
especially from coke plants 11 t he ·trea·~ment of waste and by--products, 
noise and vibration abat'ement - research on all these has become 
more importa.n"'.; because industry, the public at la.rge and ·tl'le authorities 
are now awa't'e of the need to protect the . environment. C".nanges in 
industry also neoessita·ta m•gent adap·~ive operations, to ensure that 
the workforce is effectively pro·tected at the work place and to help 
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combat indua·~rial nuisa.~ces. 
Attention is drawn here ·to the great interest aroused by the briefing 
organized by the Commission on -:r.•·esearcll into ·the treatment of different 
forms of waste from the steel industryo 
/ 
The new programme.on ergonomics (the fourth programme) is to be 
increasingly clirected towards practical solution~:~, using knowledge 
acquired from ·the previous programmes, to the problems of improving 
comfor-t at l1l'Ork on a ra.t ional basis and thereby the sa.fety of the 
workforce in the coalmtnes and steelworks. 
To sum up, :the projects to be financed in 1979 concern the :following 
fields: 
( i) Pollu·t i.on control in the steel induatry; 
(ii) Vdne safety; 
(iii) Industrial hygiene in mines; 
(iv) Chronic respiratory dis.eases; 
(v) Ergonomics. 
l "i) == 
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1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Legal basis: Articles 54 (investment) a.nd 56 (redevelopment) of the 
ECSC Treaty, and Decisions of the High Authority/Commission. 
The ECSC may use its own funds to offer interest relief grants for 
certain types of loan. T.he relief is calculated in EUA on the basis 
of criteria set by the Commission. Calculations are at .present based 
on interest relief of 3% over five yearso 
2. TYpe and breakdown of requirements 
Provision for offsetting part of the interest due on loans disbursed 
by the ECSC, in accordance with the contracts drawn up between the 
Commission and the beneficiaries. 
The applications can be broken down as follows: 
Title Sector Aids applied for 
B 4.1 Investment 50 
B 4.2 Redevelopment 45 
TOTAL 95 
3 • .$?planation 
ECSC loans with interest relief are the principal financial instruments 
for promoting the Community restructuring and redevelopment policies 
set out in Chapter I, B. T.he policy reasons for these needs, given 
in that Chapter, are complemented below with the necessary technical 
information. 
Investment 
In the investment field, the chief aim of loans with interest relief 
is the structural improvement and rationalization of the ECSC industries. 
T.he criteria for granting relief are as follows: 
(i) Environment: relief only for exceptionally expensive· investment 
in existing plants and investment of an innovatory character 
(OJ -No C 146 of 25 November 1974); 
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(ii) Research and trajning centres, and the elimination of 
bottlenecks: relief in the latter sector has been limited to 
investment to remedy ·the shortage of coking coal (OJ No C 73 
of 18 June 1970); 
' (iii) Restructuring: relie1f may be. granted for those investments 
that are of greatest value for restructuring and re-establishing 
the long-term competitiveness of the Community's iron and steel 
industry (OJ No C ·174 of 22 July 1917). ~e ·commission attaches 
special importance to this category of intervention in its iron 
and steel policy. 
It should be said that the figure of 50 m EUA only covers 2% of 
the recent average level of investment jn this sector, which stan~a 
at approximately 2.500 m EUA per year. 
,Bedevelopmen~ 
Redevelopment loans are granted., pursuant to .A:t~ticle 56 of the 
ECSC Treaty, to firms or public bodies which encourage new investment 
creating alternative jobs in regions hit by falling employment 
in the coal and steel industries. 'fue guidelines drawn up by 
the Commission for granting these loans are publisherl in OJ 178 
of 27 July 1977• 
IJ:he maximum size of loan eligible for interest relief at the moment 
is 20,000 EUA per new job., When recl"Uiting, the recipien·ts give 
priority to ex-ECSC workers. 
During the next few years the number of jobs disappearing in the Community 
steel industry could be in t~e region of 25.000 per year. This trend will 
continue, · and could even rise. As a result, but subject to the limited 
effectiveness in the short term of redevelopment measures referred to on . 
page 17; i·t is possible, where job creation is concerned, to define 
objectives in terms of scale: if the ECSC were to be called upon in 
1979 to use its redevelopment policy as a means . of z·eplacing all the 
25"000 jobs which are likely to disappear in the a·teel industry alone i 
then loans with inte.rP,s·t; relief ·totalling 500 rp. EUA would ha:ve to bE:J 
granted, together with non-repayable interest relief amount ing to 
75 m EUA. 
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However, experience over the last few years and the paucity of projects 
which ~e eligible ~or ECSC financing suggest that the 1979 budgetary 
requirements could correspond to some 15.000 jobs, or 45 m EOA in interest 
relief terms. It should be said that, in the most optimistic view, 
these jobs will be created during the next three to four years and will 
not therefore be available when the job losses in the steel industry 
actually occur. 
In the coal industry, further job losses will mean a general increase in 
budgetary requirements, but should not have any major repercussi~n on the 
demand for interest relief. In any event, applications for projects in 
mining regions will continue to be considered in terms of the advantages 
they will bring when introduced. 
CHAPTER B 5 - AIDS UNJ)ER ARTICLE 95 
1. Legal basis and description of operati~n 
Legal basis: 
(i) Article 95 of the EGSC Treaty; 
(ii) High Authority/Commission Decision 73/287/ECSC of 15 July 1973 
(OJ No L 259 of 15 September 1973); as last amended by 
Decision 1613/77/ECSC of 15 July 1977 (OJ No L 180 of 20 July 1977)• 
The ECSC contributes to a special fund, administered by the Commission, 
for subsidizing intra-Community sales of Community coking coal intended 
for the iron and steel industry. Under Decision 73/287 /ECSC of 
15 July 1973 the fund is financed by the Co~ty, the Member States 
and the iron and steel industry. 
amount of aid up to 1979• 
The Decision as it now runs sets the 
2. Type of breakdown of requirements 
Provision for a lump-sum contribution to the fund, estimated at 6 m EOA. 
The subsidies due are determined in relation to the tonnages delivered, 
and aid ma:y be granted for no more than 15.000.000 t per annum. 
t 
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3 . Explanation 
The aim of the special system of aid to coking coal and coke set up pursuant to 
·Decision 73/287/ECSC of 15 July 1973 is to he~p maintain production of blast-furnace 
coal intended for the Community's iron and steel industry and also to enable the 
coal and the coke derived therefrom to be sold at prices reflecting world market 
prices. 
The Commission feels that certain production capacities should be maintained in 
this sector, as well as the requisite Labour force to work them as efficiently as 
possible~ and that it is therefore necessary to have an aid system which takes 
account of the fact that the question of Community coking coal production concerns 
all the Member States. Under the aid system, a·ids to production and- sales in the 
producer country are financed by that country; aids to intra-Community sales are 
financed at Community level, the cost being divided between the steel industry, 
the Member States and the ECSC. 
·In a proposal of 19.10.78 (COMC78)516 final), the Commission is proposing to bring 
the aid scheme up to date and in particular to increase significantly the Member 
States' contrib(Jtion so as to raise the total amount of aid payable from 31 MEUA 
to 70 MEUA·a year. This proposal has no effect on the present draft budget8 
3. REQUIREMENTS NOT INCLUDED IN THE BUDGET: LOANS FOR FINANCING SUBSIDIZED 
HOUSING 
In addition to the requirements to be financed by non-repayable grants from the 
year 1 s resources, there is the ECSC housing subsidy scheme, financed 'below the 
line', which has been in operation since 1955. Forecasts for this programme are 
included in this aide-m~moire to complete the picture of all ECSC interventio~for 
Parliament and the Consultative Committee. For ease of understanding, the presen-
tation follows the same analytical format as for the requirements already described. 
1. Legal basis and description of the o..~l?erat·ion 
Legal basis: Article 54 and Decisions of the High Authority/Commission assigning 
to the housing programmes the funds from the "special reserve" constituted by 
·interest on investments and loans from own funds. 
ECSC intervention takes the form of reduced-inter-est Loansp and eases the 
cost of financing housing by combining the funds made available.by the Community 
with resources provided nationally. 
/ 
.. . ,,:: ... 
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2. TYpe and breakdown of expenditure 
Grant of long-term 1% interest rate loans to the responsible national 
bodies. 
The first phase (1979-80) of the nin·th subsidized housing programme 
(1979 and 1980) provides for a sum of 35 m EUA spread over the financial 
years 1979 and 1980, depending on funds available. Allocations to the 
sectors concerned in the nine countries will be decide~ by the Commission 
after all due prior consultation. 
3. Explanation 
The main reason for proposing to set aside 35 m EUA for the next 
phase (1979-80) as compared with 30 m EUA for the last phase 
(1977-78) is the increase in construction costs. Moreover, 
the requirements reported continue to be far in excess of the 
amount of aid available. / 
This scheme is intended to subsidize the following projects: 
(i) housing linked with industrial restructuring in the traditional 
steel centres and in those coalfields· where production is to be 
increased; 
(ii) housing for labour transferred to the new coastal steelworks; 
(iii) specific solutions for migrant workers, employees with special 
skills and persons employed in arduous tasks; 
(iv) housing to be modernized as part of urban renewal in steel 
and mining districts. · 
The scheme is both in the interest of workers, since it alleviates 
the effects of price increases and high interest rates, and also of 
benefit to the industry since it facilitates restructuring. 
The number of dwellings subsidized by means of ECSC loans as at 
1 January 1978 was 151,644. 
, 
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3. SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS REPORT£ill 
Total requiremen-ts reported therefore amount to 257 m EUA to be 
financed under the operational budget, plus 17,5-m EUA.in the form 
of below-the-1 ine loa.:ns at low interest ra:tee for the building of 
subsidized housing. The figures for requirements reported are 
summarized in Annex E, in the "applications" column. 
* 
* * 
B. RESOURCES AVAILABLE 
1. RESOURCES :B"'OR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
CHAPTER R 1 : GENERAL RESOURCES 
TITLE R 1 • 1 : LeyY 
1. Legal basis and description 
Legal basis: , 
-Articles 49 and 50 . of the ECSC Treaty 
- Decisions 2/52 and 3/52 of 23 December 1952. 
The levies are calcu.la·~ed on the basis of a. fixed scale per tonne which 
is decided each financial year by the High Authority/Commission and 
published in the Official Journal. 
2. :We a.nd breakdown 
Levy resources are the sums owing, and duly established, in the form 
of levies payable on output in the 1979 financial year and calculated 
on the basis of the production declarations ma.Q.e by the und.e:rtalcings. 
3. Explanation 
~1e latest estimates of the average values which serve as the basis 
for calculating the J.evi'3a suggest ·tho7.t the fig-.1res for the 1979 
financial year, which x-elate ·to the :referenc~?J period from 1 July 1977 
to 30 ,June 1978, wHl ·be some 9% higher ir1 the case of cca.l ar.t.ti roughly 
5%·lower for steel than the figures for 1978. 
It should be noted. tha.rli there is an appr~eiabJ.e ma.rgir1 of uncertaini;y 
in these figures; this ia beca.,me the d.e:partments concerned are not 
yet in possess:i.on of all the requi~ite data, and fo:r.ecas·~ing production 
in present economic conditions ie very uncertain. 
1: 
• f 
~ · 
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Tonna.g:e subject to the 1 vy, and yield f;rom a rate of levy of 0,01% 
Production on. whi.ch One lav,r I• 
Prod.ud the levy- ier calculated "point-"' 
milli.on. tonnes in Dl EIJA 
~own coal bri~aitee and 
semi-coke deri.ved f:cam brown 
COed. 3,9 a,o1 
Hard coal of all categoriea 1: f· 194,.3 0,82 
Coa.] - total I 0,83 II 
Pig iron other than t.ha.t us.ed 
I' 
~or ma.ld ng ingot-s 7,5 o,o6 
St-eel in ingots 130. 1,87 
Fiaished p~oduct.s 
I 
9.3',o 0,62 
Steei - total 2r55 
GRAND TO'l'AL 
I. 
3,38 
TITlE R .. 1.2: Irrtere:s.t! other interest 
1 .. Legal basis and description 
Resources Qeri~ from income on investments and on loans against-
non-borrowed funds will be determined when the Commission adopts the 
baiance sheet a.t .11 December 1978· Under i.te D cision of 30 April 1975, 
the Commission enters in the budget the interest available from 
the previous financ.ial yea:r. 
2. Type and. breakdown 
Interest- wi.11. be credited in accordance wi.th the allocations decided. 
by i;he Commis.sion when it· ad0pts the balance sheet at 31 Decem:ber 1978. 
A breakdown of' forecast resources baaed on the latest est.imates 
is given below: 
/ 
. -.. 
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Titles Hea.O.ing m EUA 
f 
.... ....... .. 
R 1.2 Interest on investments and lom1s 
.against non-borrowed ~wnds 18 
R 1.3 Fines and late payment surcharges token entry 
R 1.4 Miscellaneous revenue token entry 
v 
3 .. ,?xplanation, 
'Ine figure for interest revenue is based on an estimate of the 
resources ~mich the Commission will be in a position to release 
when it adopts ·the balance sheet a:t 31 December 1978. 
CHAPTER R 2: CANCELLA'llJ:ONS OF COMMITMEN'lJS WIITCH WILL PROBABLY· NOT 
.-... .. ~--- -. .. . .. ......... ._, ............ 
BE IMPLElJJEN'IED 
.. be w 
1. Le~al basis .~d ~ascription 
The proviaions created in response 1:o Commission aid. decisions 
must be given tangible form within a reasonable period of time 
by the contrac·ting of legal commitm~n-~s. 
' The Commission's Internal Ru.les for the d.rawing up and 3.mplementation 
of the ECSC opera:t io:nal budget therefore provide ·that ir1 the exceptional 
. / 
event of undue delay at this stag'i'l the provisions will be cancelled., 
'lhe fu1les also provide that once all parties have discharged their 
obligations under ·the legal commitment, a;ny remaining part of the 
provision will likewise be cancelled., 
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The amounts thus released become available again as resources for the 
current financial year. 
2. Nature and breakdown: 
Save in the exceptional cases where decisiorr_a on the earmarking of funds 
are not followed up within a reaeor~ble period of' time by legal c-ommitments, 
any cancellation of earmarked funds normally indicates complete discharge 
of the contract, agreed with the contracting party concern d. 
The estJJnate of 4 m EUA shown in tllis chapter relates, in essence,_. to 
cancellations of allocations for resettlement aid. Only a token entry 
would be needed for the other items which might be involved (cancellations 
• of balances remaining in respect of contracts which have been performsd in 
full, dela;yed legal commitments, etc.). 
3.. Explanation 
Tt is dirficult to estimate the rate of cancellation in respect of 
resettlement programmes, as it depends- on the negotiations to be. held with 
the governments concerned. The estimate-d rigu:re of 4 m EU'A. ia based on an 
average rate for 1979· 
CHAPI'ER R. 3 - REVALUATION OF ASSETS AND 'LIABILITIES 
This chapter, showing a "token entr,y", is provided to record the net effect 
of changes in rates o-f conversion during the financial year. 
CHAPI'ER R 4- UNUSED RESOURCES FROM THE FINANCIAL YEAR. 19J7 
This chapter, showing a "token entry", provides for a:ny balance remaining 
from the funds of' the previous financial year to be entered a resources 
for the current financial year. 
CHAPI'ER R 5 - REIVENUE FRO~ ECSC CUSTOMS DU'I'IES 
Legal basis and description 
The allocation of ECSC customs duties to the ECSC operational budget, 
necessitated by the rapid increase in financial requirements without any 
possibility of increasing traditional resources~depends on a decision to be 
taken by the Member States. This decision was proposed in principle to the 
Council by the Commission on 8 November 1977 (COM(77)561 final) and drafted 
in precise form in a second communication on 16 M~ 1978 (COM(78)181 final). 
The matter was also ref' erred to the European Parliament which agreed in its 
Resolution of 14 December 1977 that the resources accruing from the customs 
tariff applied to ECSC products should be a.lloca.ted to the ECSC by entering 
them in the operational budget. The Council has not yet ruled on the 
proposal. 
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Nature and breakdown 
The methods of paymant 'have still to be decided. The system will 
probably be the same as that ·used for the General Budget, whereby 
the monthly payments are credited to the Commission's accounts on 
the 20th day of the second month following the month of collection. 
Explanation 
The estimate of the revenue from ECSC customs duties for 1979 is 
based on the assumption that they will not be subs-tantially 
different from the sums raised in 1977• If the quantities and 
prices of imports develop in a manner likely to change the value 
of the ECSC products subject to customs dutiesp the estimate would 
have to be adjusted accordin.gly. It should be noted tha·t ·the 
-estimates for the other Community customs duties, drawn up for 
·the purposes of the Preliminary Draft Qeneral Budget for 1979, 
forecast a 5,7% increase in revenue over 1977• 
The revenue for 1977 communicated by the Member States amounted to 
a gross total of· 80~ 3 m EUA at the average rate for the yea.r. 
However, as products from EFTA were exempted from Community 
customs duties from the sec()nd half of the. yea;r onwards, the 
overall figure for these duties should be reduced by an -estimated. 
13 m ElUI,.. There must also be a payment (on the lines of the 
provisions drawn up for ~he General Budget) by the Community to 
the Member States of a. 1o% lump-sum refund for the costs of 
collection. Taking this refund into account (and without 
anticipating t he que~tion of entering this ~min tha budget), 
available net revenue is estimated at 60 m EUA. 
'I 
I 
-· .. ) v'- .·-
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2. Covering of requirements not entered ___ in the b~d~t 
Provision has been made for the following resources to cover 
requirements for the construction of subsidized housing: 
repayments on earlier loans (7 ,5 m EUA.); 
- a part of the special reserve and of the former ECSC pension fund 
(10 m EUA). 
The making available of the resources of the special reserve remains 
to be confirmed when the Commission adopts the balance sheet on 
31 December 1978. 
3. Slli~ of resources available for 1979 
The estimates of traditional resources other than levies amount 
to 22 m EUA (interest available - 18 m EUA; cancellations - 4~,m EUA). 
As the yield from a levy rate of 0,01% has been estimated at 3,38 m EUA, 
the yield obtained from levies can be estimated at 98 m EUA on the 
/ 
basis of the current rate of 0,29%. 
The outturn of the ECSC customs duties as regards new resources is 
estimated at 60 m EUA. The estimated resources are summarized in 
Annex E in the section on "resources"• 
' 
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The situation in which the Commission has been called upon to draw 
up the draft operational budget for 1979 is dominated by two major 
factors. 
The first is quite clearly the steel crisis~ The Community is 
about to pass from the stage of implementing short-term stabilization 
measures to a phase where the emphasis will be put on restructUI·ing 
measures with the social consequences this entails for the 
redevelopment and resettlement of the Labour fo_rce. Community 
measures encoure,ging and promo·ting the necessary adjustments and 
adap·tations will play an essen·tia.l role. This leads to considerable 
financial requirementse 
The second factor - an indispensable counterweight to the first 
factor since financing is impossible f~om the traditional resources 
alone - is the proposal for additional resources (ECSC customs duties) introduced 
at the end of last year and still awaiting a decision by the Member 
States. Even :ln 1978 the budgetary requirements considered as a 
minimum by all the parties concerned could be financed only as a 
result. of a special contribution of 32 m EUA by the Member S·t;ates 
and a reduction from ·IB m to 5 m EUA in the contribution made by the 
. 
ECSC budget to the General Budget for. administrative e~~endituree 
The contribution of 32 m EUA was approved in principle before the 
adoption of the budget and wa.s en·tered as resources. The transfer 
of the 60 m EUA of estimated revenue from the ECSC customs duties 
remains a major element for balancing the 1979 b'ldget. The 
Commission bases this draft bud.get on the a.asump·tion that the transfer 
(~lrea.dy recommended by the European Parliamen·t) will be approved in 
time, i.eo by .the end of .1978. 
/ 
Taking account of these ·two factors - establishment, on the one hand, 
of the increased requirements and, on the other hand, of the n~ed for 
additional resources to cover these requiremente - the Commission 
examined tp.e requireulen:~s in t,rder to contain them and a.l:i.gn thew 
to the means av.ailable to cover themo Aware of the extreme dJ.fficul ty 
which a.ny aigni.ficant rise :h the levy burden would at present entail 
for the undertakings, it be.sed its examination of requirements on 
the :i.dea that, a.s far as possible, -the budget should be be-lanced a.t 
the level of foreseeable resources at ·the rate of 0,29%, . i.e. 180m EUA, 
including the nelf reaouro which the customs dutiss will reprelfJent ... 
.... ·"·'t 
-
tal 
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A. EFFECTS OF MAINTAINING THE CURRENT RATE 
The information set out above and summarized in Annex E shows that 
total r~quirements for the financial year 1979 amount to 257 m EUA. 
Assuming the abovementioned allocation to the ECSC of resources 
from cust~ms duties amounting to 60 m EUA, one would need to set a 
rate of levy of 0.52% to cover in full the requirements expressed. 
However, the adoption of 'a budget based on the present rate of 0.29% 
and thus limited to 180 m EUA would reduce the appropriations 
required by an overall 30%. The effects of such a reduction should 
be examined by studying the requirements on an item-by-item baSis. · 
It must be recognized first of all that the level of the appropriations 
requested for resettlement aid must this year be considered as a 
minimum. Firstly, it represents unavoidable expenditure (see P• 27). 
Secondly, last year the Commission already cut down the amounts 
requested by the Governments by spreading some of them over to the 
following year: this approach must remain the exception and cannot 
be repeated. Thirdly, it should be stressed that the figure of 67 m EUA 
does not provide any reserve for financing new measures to adapt the 
traditional ECSC resettlement systeiil to the needs of the current 
situation: however, there is a growing insi~tence that such special 
measures should be introduced. The Commission has therefore decided 
to take a basic figure of 67 m EUA as a working assumption for the 
resettlement aid allocation. 
L 
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The other 'headings of expenditure which are of a mandatory nature 
relate to aids to coking coal in pursuance of Decision 73/287/ECSC, 
estima:&ed at 6 m EUA, and administrative expenditure, fi:x:ed 
at 5 m EUA~ Some 78 m EUA should therefore be set aside to cover 
all the unavoidable requirements. 
This leaves for consideration the tvto Chapters involving expenditure 
which can be determined with a certain degree of latitude - aid to 
research and interest subsidiese Unless the levy rate is increased, 
the resources available to cover the.m will be 102 m EUA, i.e. 57% 
of the requirements expressed. 
As regards research, the Commission considers an allocation of 47 m EUA 1 
distribute4 as set out in Annex E, to be the minimum in view of the 
fact tha·& these measures are meant to ensure the competit-ivity of 
Community productse In particular, it draws attention ·to the comparison 
between the outl~ for steel research in the Community (0,5% of 
turnover) and in Japan (~,5%). 
Some 55 m EUA thus remain for the financing of investment, inclu\iing 
investment in redevelopment o This amount is very small in viev1 of 
the size of the problem facedo Last year the Cornnission, faced by 
stated requirements of 85 m EUA in this sector, allocated 40 m EUA 
to the Chapter in question. This decision took into account the 
fact that the state of progress of the preparation of the general 
objectives used as a frc.mework for the restructuring of the steel 
sector did not suggest ru1 iL~ediate and general commitment of the 
.necessary investment in all the regions concerned., Now that work 
on this subjoot has progressed, a larger. sum must be estimated fox-
subsidizing loans intended for restructuring. The subsidies to 
encourage the creation of new joos form the key point of the 
redevelopment measures and the Commission considers it essential to 
allocate more to this item as well. It thus considers the 
appropriation of 55 m EUA as the indispensable minimum for thQ 
Chapter on irr&erest relief grantso 
/ 
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Because of the priority it attaches to the creation of new jobs, it 
will continue to allocate more than half the appropriation to 
retra.ining1 as in 1978 (30 m EOA for retraining and 25 m EtL\ for 
inves-;ment.) ~ 
B. BALANCING THE BUDGE!T 
The Commission considers that the draft budget broken down in Annex E 
and consisting of the abovementioned allocations may be adopted as a 
valid Community contribution for the year to come, as regards both 
the traditional objectives of the Community's financial measures 
and the increased and urgent requirements arising from the difficult 
problems facing the steel industry. The Commission cannot envisage 
any reduction in this budget .• 
The Commi~sion recalls that the ~esc treaty does provide certain · room for 
manoeuvre in that it allows the Commission to vary the rate of the Levies. 
. I 
Nonetheless, it considers that in the present economic circumstances an up-
wards adjustment is highly inadvtsabler 
The Commission thus insists on the absolute need for mobilizing 
additional resourc.e.s by allocating to the ECSC the customs duties 
on ECSC pr-oducts in time for balancing the 1979 budget by this means. 
Assuming this, the Commission proposes that the rate a:f levy of 0,29% 
be maintained. 
If the decision concerning the allocation of the·customs duties is 
not taken in time, the draft budget will have to be radioall.y 
revised. 
C.. DRAFT BUDGET 
The draft budget drallll up by the Commission for the financial year 1979 
and amoun-t-ing to 180 m EUA is contained in Annex E. 
IMPLE!OOfrATION OF THE ECSC OP~ATIONAL BUDGET FOR 1971 
BUDGET !FINAL . 
· REQUIREMENTS FIGffiU!S(1) FIGURES RESOURCES 
O:.•ERATIOtfl TO BE FINANCED FROM RESOURCES OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
W.Rffi:N'f RESOURCES (NON-REPAYABLE) 
.. « 
1. Administrative expenditure 18 17,9 1. Current resources 
1.1 Levy yield (at 0,29%) 
' 
1.2 Interest on investments 
and on loans from 
' 
non-borrowed funds 
1.3 Fines and surcharges for 
delayed payment 
1.4 friscellaneous 
2. Aid to resettlement 2. Cancellation of commitments which 
(Article 56) 25 25' will not now be implemented 
3. Aid to research 3. Revaluation of assets and liabilities 
(Article 55) ' 38,4 38,4 . 
3.1 steel · 12,5 15,5 ' 
.3.2 coal 16,2 16,2 
3.3 sociu.l - 9,7 ?,7 4. Unused resources carried over from 
4. Interast relief grants 21,8 0 19,8 the financial year 1976 
4.1 Article 54 - Investment 8,5 . 2, 5 
4.2 Article 56 - Redevelopment · 13,3 17 .• :s 
5· Aid to coking coal and metallurgical 5· Dr~wing on contingency reserve 
coke (Article 95) 6 6 
6. Aid to Friuli victims 
(allocation t o reserves) 5 I 5 I 1· E!ffect in EllA of the changes in 
currency exchange rates on legal 
commi t n.ents to be carried out in 
currencies ~ 2 
' 
1it..,2 1114,.1 
OPERATIONS FINAUCED WITH LOAN3 ORIGIN OF NON-BORRO'I\'ED FUNm 
FROM NON-BORHQ\,'@ FUNIB 
8. Socidl ·housing 15 15 .6. Repayments on loans for social housing 
I 7. Special reserve and part of the \ forruer ECSC Pension Fund 
-
(1} 
'Amending budget (OJ L 351 of 31.12.1977, p. 62). 
" 
ANNEX A 
(in m iliA) 
·' 
BUDGET 
FIGURES FINAJ:~r . GURE3 
81,5 86,8 
. 
I 
' 16 16 
token entry 
-
token entry , 
-
6 7,1 
token entry -
0,7 0,7 
. 
10 3,5 
. 
. 
114,2 114,1 
1 7 
I 
s 8 
V1 
0 
I 
• 
.· 
' 
.. 
1 
.. 
I 
ft 
t 
.. 
'\ 
~UIREMENTS 
:OPERATIOR:l TO BE FINANCED FROM CURRENT -
RESOURCES (NON-REPAYABLE) 
1. Administrative expenditure 
2. Aid to resettlement 
3. Aid to research 
(Article 55) 
) . 1 steel 
3.2 coal 
3o3 social 
4~ Interest relief grants 
i: 
4o 1 investment (Article 54) 
4. 2 redewloprnent (Article 56) 
5. Aid to coking coal and metallurgical · 
coke (Article 9~) 
OPERATIO:tfl FINANCED WITH LOAm FROM 
NON-BORROWED FUNm 
6. Social housing 
E<EC OPERATIONAL BUDGET FOR 1978( 1) 
!STIMATES 
s 
60 
41 · 
(16 
<·16 ( 9 
40 
<15 
(25 
6. 
152 
15 
. RE30URCES 
.RESOURCES FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
1. Current resources 
1.1 Levy yield at 0,29% 
(0,01% • 3,45 m EUA) 
1.2 Interest on investments and on loans 
from non-borrowed funds 
1.3 Fines and surcharges for delayed payment 
1.4 Miscellaneous 
2. Cancellation of commitments which will 
probably not be implemented 
3. Revaluation of assets and liabilities 
4. Unused resources carried over from the 1 
1976 financial year 
5. Special contribution under the Council 
Decision of 21 December 1977 
ORIGIN OF NON-BORROVIED FUNIS 
I 
6. Repayments on loans for social housing 
7. Special reserve and part of the former 
ECSC pension fund 
ANNEX B 
(in m EUA) . 
l!S 'l'IMATES 
·~·· 
100 
18 . 
token entry 
token entry 
2 
token entry 
token entry 
32 
152 
7,5 
,7,5 
( 1}The 1978 budget published in OJ L 351 of 31 December 1977, P• 55, does not require amendment and appears in this document 
only to facilitate comparison with the draft budget for 1979. 
~ . 
.; 
VI 
... 
.. · 
' r·, 
4 
.. 
~
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Information relating to levies 
The latest available information on production _and the levy yield 
for the current financial year is given below: 
Levy yield for the period from January to June 1978 
Produots 
Brown-coal briquettes 
and semi-coke 
All types of hard coal 
Total for coal 
Pig iron other than that required 
for tho mn.nufa.cture of ingots 
Steel ingots 
Finished produots 
Total for stee 1 
. GRAND TOTAL 
Production serving 
as a basis for the 
calculation of the 
levy 
in million tonnes 
2,3 
6"1,2 
52,1 
/ 
Levy yield 
in m EUA 
0,1 
11 
11,1 
0,8 
29,8 
10,3 
40,9 
52 
\ · 
mtEAJOXlWN OF LOANS P'OR T1U: FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1978 
I 
>. 
. 
Federal 
Republi~ Denmark France Italy Nethel!'- Lux em-Sector of Belgium lands bourg . 
Germanv 
. 
I. · coal industry 17,30 
- -
3,70 
- - -
Iron ore ' 
II •. I!on and steel industry 34,29 
-
14,47 
.. 
49,35 81,75 
- -
• 
. 
III. Industri al redevelopment 
-
.. 
-
1,68 
- - -. 
.. . IV. Sod.al housing 0,73 .· 1,01 
-
o, 18 0,28 o, 19 
-
. 
GRAND TOTAL 52,32 1,01 14,47 54,91 82,03 0,19 
-
• 
ANNEX C 
-
United "' 
Kingdom Ireland 
141,95 
-
2,19 
19,7~ 
-
8,23 - . 
• 
0,76 
-
172,94 
-
·(in m EUA) 
J> Community 
162,98 
2,19 
199,64 .. 
. 
. 
9,9f . 
. 3, 15. 
. 
377,87 
·~ 
' 
I 
'VI 
' \,ol 
.. 
" .
• 
~ 
'j 
t 
I 
~ r 
t .' . 
·' . 
ASSETS 
I. Disbursed loans 
n. Cash and banks 
lli. Short- and medium-term investments 
D. Portfolio 
v. Real estate 
VI. Recoverable issuing costs 
VII. Miscellaneous 
~III. Accrued income 
' 
Suspense acoo~1 
. · Enterprises' liabilities 
under guarantee 
,_, 
PROVISIONAL SITUATION OF THE ECSC AT 30 JUNE 1978 
4.360,3 
296,6 
65,2 
154,2 
.. 
. 0,3 
71,8 
116,9 
·104,3 
5.169,6 
15,5 
·r 
LIABILITIES 
I. A. :Borrowings 
n. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
B. Outstanding redemption premiums 
Reserves 
A. Guaran't;ee tund 
B. Other funds 
Provisions 
A. Financial assistance 
B. Other provisions 
Former pension fund 
Miscellaneous 
Accrued liabilities 
Unallocated balanoe 
Suape~e aooount: 
ECSC's liabilities 
. Ul'lder guarantee 
'\ 
'. ' l. 
. & ... 
ANNEX D 
(in m IDA) 
4.264,3 
1,2 
183.-
134,5 
281,2 
15,9 
39,9 
100,7 
13473 
. 14,6 
5.169,6 
15,5 ' 
V1 
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DRAFT !X!SO OPERATIONAL BODOET FOR 1972 
REQUIREMENTS APPLICATIONS PROPOSALS RE300RCES 
- - -
-
OPERATIONS TO BE FINANCED FROM RESOORCES roR THE .FINANCIAL YEA1t 
RESOORCES FOR THE Flll'ANCIAL YEAR 
(NON-REPAYABLE) 5 5 1. Administrative expenditure 1. Current ~esourcee 
2. Aid to res~ttlement (Article 56) 67 67 1.1 Levy yield at 0,2~ 
Aid to research (Article 55) . (01 01% • 3938 m EUA) ). 84 47 ).1 steel (47,8 (20 1.2 Interest on investment• and on ).2 coal (30,7 (17 loans from non-borrowed tunda 
3·3 aocial (10,5 (10 1.3 Fines and late p8¥1Jlent . 
eurcharges 
I 4· Interest relief grants 95 - 55 1.4 Mi'scellaneous 
4.1 Investment (Article 54) (50 2. 4.2 Redevelopment (Artiole 56) (25 Cancellation of cc~itments (45 (30 which will probably not be I implemented 
s. Aid to coking coal am .. 6 " 6 3· Revaluation of assets and 
metallurgical coke (Article 95) . liabilities 
4· Unused resources carried 
' . 
over from the 1978 financial 
~ 257 180 ~ar 5· SC customs duties 
OPERATIONS FINANCED WITH LOANS 
; ORIODl' OF NON-BORROWED FUNDS 
. 
6. Sooial housing . 17,5 17,5 6. Repayments on loans for 
social housing 
7. Special reserve and part of 
. . former ECSC Pension Fund 
....__ . . . 
-
... 
ANNEX E 
(in m E!.JA) · 
. PROPOSALS 
. 
98 
. . . 
18 
token entr:r 
. 
':. .. ioken .. erxtr:r· 
... ~ 
l .. ···"'' 
. 4 
token entr;r 
; : ··- .. ·,., . 
token entr:r 
. . 
- .. 
~n- -
180 
7,5 -
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